At age 92, Jo Siefert (our cover model) is living proof that charitable giving is good for your health. A 20+ Club member, she’s been a donor to the Queen since 1993. In addition, Jo makes a gift in memory of her daughter on her birthday every year: Jodi Brackett, who used to be a volunteer at the Queen, passed away in 2007.
“That’s what I consider true generosity,” wrote the author Simone de Beauvoir. “You give your all and yet you always feel as if it costs you nothing.” At Queen of the Valley Medical Center (QVMC), we see examples of extreme generosity every day. People giving their time and energy and resources - not just at the expected level, but far beyond what is required.

Nurses who go the extra mile to ensure that their patients are not just healing physically, but emotionally. Doctors who pull out all the stops to pursue a stubborn diagnosis or find an undiscovered cure. Patients who return in gratitude to acknowledge their caregivers. And donors who, year after year, give generously to ensure that the Queen has the best possible programs, facilities, and technology.

We are beyond grateful to all of them. Such generosity of spirit is what makes the Queen the extraordinary medical center it is today.
As members of the Queen of the Valley Foundation Board, we’re always asking ourselves: What is the difference between a hospital that is merely good and one that’s truly great?

Consider our cancer program. We’re in the process of purchasing two 3-D mammography machines – with a 29% greater detection rate – a Large Bore CT Scanner, and a new Linear Accelerator for radiation treatments. We’re planning a new chemotherapy treatment facility. And we’re continuing to expand the capabilities of our neuroscience department, with upgrades that will benefit our aging population. We’re also initiating a $3 million upgrade to the Catheterization Lab, and we’ve just acquired a new da Vinci® robotic surgical system.

As board members, our job is to raise the necessary funding for such sophisticated equipment. And here our performance must go beyond good to great, as well: Our goal is to raise $8 million per year for the next five years. Our Generous Heart @ Kelham Vineyards event raised $2.2 million for emergency services – the highest-grossing fundraiser we’ve ever held, thanks to a $1 million Fund-a-Need grant from the Gasser Foundation. Napa Valley Emergency Medical Group made the largest pledge in history from a physicians’ group to help with the Gasser Emergency Center transformation. And Betty and Ron Profili named the Profili Imaging Center with a $5 million irrevocable trust to be used wherever the need is greatest as well as to benefit the neuroscience program.

We’ve launched a new fundraising model by dividing our board into four service areas of focus: Cardiac, Cancer, Neuroscience, and Emergency Services. And our 20+ Club – donors who have given for at least 20 consecutive years – increased by 19 members this year.

We’re so grateful to you, our devoted community of supporters, for helping us realize these ambitious goals. Together, we’re ensuring that the Queen isn’t just good. It’s truly great.

**George Porter**  
Chair, Queen of the Valley Foundation Board

**Kass Simon**  
Vice Chair, Queen of the Valley Foundation Board
Total Funds Raised for FY 2016: $12,201,574
(does not include payments on prior year pledges)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM:</th>
<th>WHERE THE MONEY GOES:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59% Endowment/Planned Giving</td>
<td>59% Endowment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19% Special Events</td>
<td>23% Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% Grants</td>
<td>11% Medical Center Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% Gifts in Kind</td>
<td>7% Community Benefit/Charity Care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**The Patient**

In October I went to the Mayo Clinic for a mitral valve clip procedure because it’s renowned for this highly specialized technique. The procedure failed, so they scheduled me for open-heart surgery at a later date. But soon after I returned home, I became very ill. I met with my medical team – primary care physician Dr. John Dermody, cardiologist Dr. Sergio Manubens, nephrologist Dr. Nagarathna Manjappa, pulmonologist Dr. Francis Healy, and cardiac surgeon Dr. Robert Klingman – and they made it clear that I wouldn’t survive the flight back to Minnesota. I was admitted for immediate open-heart surgery at the Queen and spent almost three weeks there.

Even if we’d been able to do the surgery at the Mayo, my wife, Joanne, would have had to stay in a hotel for weeks. All follow-up appointments would have had to be done in Minnesota. It was crazy to think it would have worked. Instead, I received the same cutting-edge surgical capabilities, the same high caliber of medical expertise, and an amazing esprit de corps among the entire staff at the Queen. Our three children all came to visit each day and they were truly blown away at how loving and family-centric the whole staff was. From day one to discharge, it was a wonderful experience.

*Ron Birtcher*

Founder and President, Birtcher Family Foundation

---

**The Donors**

Since the Queen was built in 1958, Bob had worked on several HVAC jobs in the new facility – he’d go on to become one of the partners at Bell Products. Since then, we’ve used the hospital for our family’s care over the years. Each of our two sons was born there. And both of us have had excellent cardiac treatment – Bob had a quadruple bypass performed by Dr. Klingman 18 years ago, and he replaced a valve just a couple of months ago. We figured he knew the way in! Donna had two stents put in by Dr. Srebro about 16 years ago. And today we’re both in excellent health. We’ve chosen to donate to the cardiac department because of the high quality of care we’ve received there. Donna has also volunteered at the Queen since 1983. Whatever we can do to give back, we do. It’s so nice to have this premium level of medical care right here in our own community.

*Donna and Bob Winchell*
The Potential

At the Queen, we’re raising money to build a new multifunctional cardiac catheterization lab that is fully digital, more versatile than ever before, and capable of performing an increasingly wide variety of complex procedures.

The Reality

Heart disease, including stroke and other cardiovascular illnesses, is the number one cause of death in the United States and the second leading cause of death for Napa County residents. In a cardiac event, time is critical in achieving an optimal outcome.

The Caregiver

The Mayo Clinic is a nationally renowned institution, so it’s understandable that Ron Birtcher decided to go there for his mitral valve clip procedure. But soon after he returned to Napa, he arrived at our ER – the procedure hadn’t worked. The Queen’s cardiology team quickly diagnosed the problem and recommended immediate open-heart surgery.

The cardiac anesthesiologist and I evaluated Ron, and when his preoperative tests showed kidney failure and fluid in the lungs, we obtained specialty consultation with both a nephrologist and pulmonologist. He was then admitted to the ICU and cared for by our intensivist team – all on his first day in the hospital. Ron’s successful surgery and recovery required the additional knowledge of perfusionists, nurses, physical therapists, and other clinical specialists.

In a community of this size, it’s rare to have such depth of expertise all in one place – for example, all four of our cardiologists are triple-board certified. At many university-level medical centers, you just don’t experience such expertise combined with truly personalized care. When your family lives in the Napa Valley and comes to the Queen for their healthcare needs, they’ll receive the same quality care that Ron received – right in your home town.

Robert Klingman, MD
Cardiac Surgeon

“In a community of this size, it’s rare to have such depth of expertise all in one place. And at many university-level medical centers, you just don’t experience such expertise combined with truly personalized care.”
The Patient

In February 2015, I was having lunch with another physician and mentioned that I felt a mass in my groin that I thought might be a hernia. My colleague examined me that day, determined that it wasn’t a simple hernia, and immediately sent me back to the Queen for an ultrasound and a CT scan. What they saw made them schedule me for immediate surgery, which revealed a solid mass lesion and a lot of enlarged lymph nodes. Since I happened to be the only pathologist on service that day, I had been given conscious sedation so that I could be wheeled to the lab, post-surgery, to do my own intraoperative assessment. I went into my office with a microscope and diagnosed myself with grade two follicular lymphoma. As a hematopathologist, this disease also happens to be my area of particular expertise.

I immediately went to Stanford to discuss treatment options, since that’s where I did my post-graduate training and research. But once I faced the reality of spending six months down there, I realized that my family, friends, and work are all here in Napa. There’s no secret to the chemotherapy – it can be done anywhere. But for patient experience, the Queen is one of the best hospitals there is. You get a small, elite team of people who really know each other, so the coordination of care is absolutely outstanding. After a recent round of immunotherapy, I’m back to work full time and am feeling great.

Brad Feliz, MD
Pathologist

The Donor

To date, The V Foundation has given over $170 million in cancer research grants nationwide. Its annual Wine Celebration, held here in the Napa Valley, has raised $80 million of that figure, so it’s no wonder that we’re aligned with this community and the Queen of the Valley Medical Center. In 2004 we started actively supporting the Queen’s Cancer Wellness Program to sustain health maintenance and survivorship. In 2013, we helped fund the Clinical Lab and Pathology Services Center to rapidly identify a diagnosis and allow for patients to immediately begin an individualized treatment plan.

Having an accredited facility close by is very important to us, and the Queen is continually acquiring the latest technology and advances in treatments. That’s a huge benefit for the physical and mental well-being of the patients in this community. They can preserve their quality of life before, during, and after a cancer diagnosis, and they can stay close to home as they progress toward achieving victory over cancer.

Jane Brovelli
Managing Director, The V Foundation Wine Celebration
The Queen is investing in technology that will help save lives by identifying cancers earlier, when they require less extensive treatment, thereby enabling us to improve outcomes for the hundreds of cancer patients we treat each year.

Cancer is the leading cause of death for Napa County residents - higher than the cancer death rate for California as a whole, when adjusted for age.

The Caregiver

As an oncology infusion nurse, I administer medications like chemotherapy, blood and iron products, and hydration to patients. I monitor IV lines and lab results to see how patients are responding to their therapies. But there's so much more to treating the whole patient. When someone hears the word “cancer,” they don’t hear anything after that. They’re in uncharted waters.

For Dr. Feliz, his Rituxin therapy sessions lasted almost eight hours, which is hard for someone as active as he is. He asked if I could hook him up in his office so he could continue working – of course I said no! It was amazing to watch him feeling better with every infusion. One of the things we strive for is to treat the whole person, not just the disease. Behind that cancer there’s a patient with a career, a family, a life. Our patients are the most courageous people I know, and I’m honored to be a part of their journeys. This hospital is the best place I’ve ever worked - I’ve never seen a team that operated so closely together to get every patient the best care possible. If I were sick, this is definitely where I’d come for my care.

Kathy Garnero-Haynes, RN
Oncology Infusionist

“I’ve never seen a team that operated so closely together to get every patient the best care possible. If I were sick, this is definitely where I’d come for my care.”

Expertly Charting The Waters of Cancer
The Patient

I live in San Jose, but often come up to Napa on weekends to visit friends. Last May, I was riding around their property on a golf cart with my dog in my lap. His girlfriend, a black Lab, got excited and jumped in! When she landed on us, it pressed my foot on the accelerator, and the golf cart flipped and squashed me like a bug. My friends Erin and Adam Simms took me to the Queen’s Emergency Department. The doctors told me they would need to knock me out and put me on life support, or I wouldn’t make it.

They later told me that I broke all my ribs except one; lacerated my kidneys, spleen, and liver; and filled my lungs with fluid. I was at the Queen for at least a month and my total recovery was about six months.

I do recall that, whenever I opened my eyes, I didn’t have to stress or panic because there was always a nurse right there. A few years before, I’d gone to another hospital when I had a stroke. I remember how abandoned and neglected I felt. It wasn’t even close to this experience.

Oh, and don’t worry. The dogs are just fine.

Eric Truelsen
Retired High School Teacher

The Donors

When we moved to Napa, we found plenty of reasons to love this area, but having a world-class hospital nearby wasn’t one of them. We had our son, Levi, at the Queen – still, the hospital wasn’t really on our radar philanthropically.

In the spring of 2015, our friend Eric Truelsen was visiting for the weekend. We heard a commotion and found him pinned under a golf cart. His condition was so serious that we immediately called for an ambulance. Suddenly, you ask yourself: “Hey, do we have a trauma center?”

The ER staff was excellent with the procedural stuff, but what really impressed us was their level of compassion. For instance, they waited until we could be there before reviving Eric from his induced coma, so he’d see some familiar faces. He didn’t have a medical directive, so they helped us with that.

Now we know: To have this kind of a resource in our community is a very big deal. In 2016, Mercedes Benz of Fairfield – of which Adam is a partner – was the Platinum Sponsor for the Generous Heart event, which raised significant funds for upgraded Emergency Services at the Queen.

Erin and Adam Simms

“His condition was so serious that we immediately called for an ambulance. Suddenly, you ask yourself: Hey, do we have a trauma center?”
The Reality
Visits to the Queen’s Gasser Emergency Center are increasing, with more than 26,000 patients treated here in 2016. We know that, in an emergency, minutes can make a life-saving difference. What’s needed most is a fast, accurate diagnosis under pressure.

The Potential
With extensive refurbishing, our Emergency Center can provide a more pleasant space for anxious patients and their families, and a more efficient and less stressful environment for the care team whose response helps save lives every day.

The Caregiver
Eric Truelsen was brought into our Emergency Department (ED) by ambulance, the result of a golf cart accident. Because of the mechanism of injury, Ron was deemed a trauma activation, which got him a team that included an ED physician, nurses, respiratory therapist, phlebotomist, and an X-ray technician. We obtained a head-to-toe CT scan and, because of the extent of his injuries, the trauma surgeon was consulted for admission.

Although he looked okay on paper, Eric’s condition worsened at one point during his ED course. Two hours after his arrival, his blood pressure started dropping, and I was worried about him. The community is very lucky to have QVMC ED and its highly competent staff. All of the Queen’s ED nurses that care for patients must obtain trauma certification, which isn’t the case in many hospitals.

I’ve worked in the Queen’s ED for nearly 20 years because it’s such an incredible team. You need all the parts to work for the patient to have a good outcome, and we’re like a well-oiled machine. I’ve seen it so many times – even at the busiest moments, we care for our patients as if they’re our own family members. As we did that day for Eric. You just don’t see that in most emergency departments.

Amy Samolis, RN
Emergency Services
The Patient

For ten years, I’ve prepared and served meals at several high schools in my community of Clearlake Oaks. In early 2016, I was feeling some pain between my shoulder blades – I saw several local doctors, who told me it was probably just a pulled muscle. But by July, the pain had gotten much worse. I was having trouble walking, my right leg was going numb, and I could barely use my fingers. I couldn’t sleep and it took every ounce of strength I had to go to work. By November I finally went to the local ER, where the doctor diagnosed me with a severe herniated disk compressing my spinal cord.

I was transported by medical helicopter to the Queen, where I was met by Dr. Scott Berta and a crisis team who advised me that I would be heading into emergency surgery. When I woke up, I felt instant relief. The Queen’s staff said they were surprised I was even able to walk. Today I’m doing really well, back to work, and living without pain. You can be sure that now I’m lifting heavy things differently, and I’ve changed all my routines.

Brenda Lothringer

The Donors

We’ve personally supported the Queen for many years, and Piner’s has long helped the hospital with in-kind donations. (In the photo behind us, Gary’s dad – Wendell Piner – helps to move a patient from the old Parks Victory Hospital to the new Queen of the Valley Hospital in 1958). We delivered our three children at this hospital. Gary had a four-way bypass performed there 15 years ago and had an angioplasty just a few months ago.

We were first inspired to give to the neurosurgery unit in 2005, when Gary’s mother had a cerebral vascular event that required her to be airlifted to Santa Rosa. Our family had to travel and stay in that city to be by her side, and that really underscored the need for better neurosurgery capabilities in our own community. We’ve known what it’s like to have to travel in a medical emergency – it just adds more trauma when you’re already in a state of grief. We’re so fortunate to have this expertise right here in Napa now.

Starr and Gary Piner
Proprietors, Piner’s
The Potential

The Peggy Herman Neuroscience Center provides a complete continuum of care from diagnosis through treatment, with exceptional stroke, brain, and spine care, 24/7. Continuing to invest in new technology and equipment, training, and community outreach is critical to running a strong program to effectively manage a wide range of neurological disorders and conditions in our region.

The Reality

Stroke is currently the third leading cause of death for Napa County residents. Children and young people up to age 19 are at the highest risk for Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and adults over age 75 are at the highest risk for hospitalization due to TBI.

The Caregiver

When Brenda Lothringer arrived at the Queen, she’d been transferred from a regional hospital that was not equipped to handle this level of emergency. I realized that her situation needed to be addressed immediately – she was having acute progressive paralysis from a ruptured herniated disc in her neck that was compressing her spinal cord down to approximately 3 mm. It was one of the worst herniated discs I’ve ever seen in my life. She was becoming progressively paralyzed and, if we didn’t relieve the pressure right away, her spinal cord and nerve roots would begin to have permanent injury. It would likely have resulted in irreversible paralysis and other nerve damage.

As a Level III trauma center, the Queen is a hub for referrals in the North Bay. The hospital has done a great job of assembling an amazing team of physicians, nurses, and supporting staff that translates into the highest quality of care for our patients. Because of generous private donations, we’re able to offer a top-flight neuroscience program for the whole Napa Valley community.

Scott Berta, MD
Neurosurgeon

“Because of generous private donations, we’re able to offer a top-flight neuroscience program for the whole Napa Valley community. The Queen has done a great job of assembling an amazing team of physicians, nurses, and supporting staff that translates into the highest quality of care for our patients.”
The Patient

On December 19, my son, my 89-year-old mother, and I had just arrived at the Queen to visit a friend in the ICU. We’d almost gotten to her room when my mom suddenly sank to the floor, unconscious. Rose Marie de Vera, sitting at the nurse’s station, rushed over and called for help. Within about 10 seconds, there were eight people working on her – doing CPR, chest compressions, pulling crash carts and then applying the paddles. One doctor took charge and gave orders, and everyone else did their job like clockwork. We later learned she’d had a cardiac arrest. If it had happened anywhere else – even at the front of the hospital – the response time would have taken much longer. The other amazing thing is that my mom collapsed directly in front of a vacant ICU room, where they could continue working on her. She was in the ICU for a couple of days, but because Mom was insured with a different healthcare system, when stable she was transferred to another hospital for her procedure. We didn’t want to leave the Queen, though. Everyone was so kind and helpful. The fact that it happened where it did was a Christmas miracle!

Carole Toy
and her mother, Bertha Chew

The Donors

We focus our philanthropic efforts in two fields – education and health care – and we’ve made regular donations to the Queen for the last 30 years. We give to its general fund because we have confidence in its leadership and vision for the future. And we were pleased to name an ICU suite in memory of Cristina’s mother, Pipina Salas-Porras.

Fortunately, our only reasons to use the Queen thus far have been happy events: the birth of kids and grandkids. And some of our 35 employees – all of whom live in Napa – have had occasion to use the emergency department.

Through our ranch, winery, grocery store, and juice bar, we promote healthy, locally grown food. But, just as good nutrition is integral to our well-being, so is having access to high-quality medical services. It’s a great advantage to our community to have world-class facilities and expertise right here in our small town.

Cristina and Lee Hudson
Proprietors, Hudson Ranch, Hudson Greens and Goods
AN INTENSELY CARING TEAM

"Dr. Rosellini was supposed to leave at 7:45 that evening. I later learned that he didn’t leave until 3:00 a.m. because he was still caring for Mrs. Chew. That’s the kind of special place this is.”

The Caregiver

Mrs. Chew fell in exactly the right spot at the right time. If this had happened on the street, she wouldn’t have made it. But she was surrounded by our intensivists, a nurse practitioner, an ICU manager, a few nurses, and some respiratory therapists. The intensivist, Dr. Gregory Rosellini, kept things calm and controlled everything in a nice way. In the ICU, we’re used to treating people who are gravely ill, but this was different – we didn’t know anything about her. The role of one of the nurses was to talk to the family to learn Mrs. Chew’s medical history.

When I left the unit around 7:45 that evening, they were still working on her. Dr. Rosellini and several of the other nurses were supposed to leave at that time, too. I later learned that Dr. Rosellini didn’t leave until 3:00 a.m. because he was still caring for Mrs. Chew. That’s the kind of special place this is. I’ve only worked at the Queen for about a year and a half and am just starting my nursing career. But everyone has been so helpful, and the doctors are always willing to teach me new skills.

Rose Marie de Vera, RN
Marjorie Mondavi Center for Intensive Care

The Reality

ICU patients—the most critically ill in the hospital—require continuous nursing vigilance, complex assessment, and high-intensity therapies and interventions.

The Potential

By continually investing in emerging technologies, rapid-response teams of highly skilled nurses, therapists, and board-certified intensivist physicians who specialize in critical care, we can keep the Marjorie Mondavi Center for Intensive Care at the forefront of 21st-century critical care.
The da Vinci® Xi™ Surgical System

The da Vinci System offers a new, minimally invasive robotic technology for a wide range of surgeries, improving the surgeon's dexterity and visibility. The robot’s arms mount onto an overhead boom that can pivot in any direction, allowing the surgeon to explore other areas of the body without scheduling a separate surgery. Its endoscope, which attaches to any of the robot’s four arms, displays a high-definition, 3D image, enhancing the surgeon’s vision into the body.

“With the Xi platform, we’re now able to offer not only reduced port laparoscopic procedures, but also procedures where the entire operation is done through a single one-inch incision,” says surgeon Robert Dunham. “This means minimal scarring, less post-operative pain, reduced risk of infection and bleeding, outpatient surgeries, and earlier return to full unrestricted activities.”

HAL® S3201

HAL is our new state-of-the-art mannequin that’s advancing medical training for the Queen’s staff with lifelike simulation technology. Equipped with wireless communications and streaming audio, HAL is tetherless, eliminating external tubes, wires, or compressors. His anatomical parts can be switched for gender-specific issues, and he can be connected directly to real ventilators, monitors, defibrillators, pacemakers, and other equipment. He can even identify drug type and volume when they’re injected into a vein.

“Classroom learning is important, but it’s especially effective to have nurses simulate a real experience to demonstrate what they’ve learned and try new skills in a safe setting,” says RN and simulation trainer Suzy Banuelos. “They’re able to try new skills, such as effective management of a stroke patient, in a safe setting where they don’t have to worry about learning from their mistakes.” The nurses’ stroke assessment training using HAL was funded by a grant from The Doctors Company Foundation.

PEDS READE Project

This extensive Emergency Department addition (Pediatric Emergencies: Department Survey/Readiness Equipment Acquisition/Department Education) includes specialized equipment to treat pediatric emergencies and specific pediatric-care training for staff.

“Few ERs in the country offer this kind of child-focused emergency care,” says Selby. “The PEDS READE project enabled the Queen to purchase state-of-the-art equipment for the sickest kids and reduce their discomfort,” adds ED Medical Director Andrew Fenton. “We were also able to provide simulation training, better preparing our staff to treat all children during any emergency.”

Nurse Educator Jen Selby was on duty when William Zanone was brought in to the Queen’s Gasser Emergency Center on September 2 by his worried parents. The 28-day-old baby had been referred by his pediatrician for symptoms including lethargy and a fever – a high-alert situation for any newborn. Soon after the family’s arrival, the ER’s brand new Drager Resuscitaire infant radiant warmer with “Autobreath” technology was immediately put to use when the baby stopped breathing shortly after being assessed.

The ER team gave William antibiotics and performed a spinal tap to check for meningitis. Although the baby stopped breathing several more times, the Autobreath revived him with ventilation. The team soon diagnosed him with sepsis and transported him via Reach helicopter to UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital in Oakland. William, who was ultimately diagnosed with Enterovirus, is back to robust health today.

“I had just put the new warmer into service about three hours before the Zanones’ arrival,” Selby remembers.

Thanks to the foresight of our generous donors, the Queen is able to be on the cutting edge with such advanced technology. Here are a few more examples of the newest equipment your gifts are helping to make possible, saving even more lives in the years ahead.
LIFE-SAVING CARE

Until 2015, I was a partner in a technology company and a certified Microsoft contractor, earning a six-figure income. I worked fulltime at a very physical job. But within a month I became seriously ill. I was diagnosed with pancreatitis and landed in the Queen’s ICU on three occasions – each time I was told that I had less than a 50 percent chance of survival. I’d ignored my health for years, and suddenly the transition from productivity to patient was abrupt and life-altering.

On my third stay in the ICU, I opened my eyes and there stood three women, like guardian angels. They followed me home and have been watching over me ever since. They bring me food and medications, they show up at my doctors’ appointments, and they interact with the outside world to keep my life moving forward.

Marta Flores is my nurse. At one point, I was on about 40 different medications, including 160 mg of opiates a day. Marta made sure I didn’t accidentally kill myself, and has helped me gradually get off them. Araceli Barajas is my nutritionist. My weight had dropped to 148 pounds, and she’s supervised my diet so I can regain my health and strength. And my social worker, Carmen Yissel Lopez, has helped me negotiate the system to get all the benefits I need. At one point, she even arranged to pay my rent so I wouldn’t lose my home.

Today, I’m on the mend and getting my life back. But I was in oblivion, and the staff at the CARE Network program saved my life, there’s no doubt about it. These three women have been my salvation, pure and simple. I cannot say enough about the Queen to thank them for what they’ve done.

Marshall Sayegh
CARE Client

For 35 years, Napa Valley Vintners (NVV) has generously invested in the Queen’s programs with proceeds from its signature fundraiser, Auction Napa Valley. In 2016, NVV once again granted the Queen $500,000 to support the CARE Network (Case management, Advocacy, Resources, and Education), which promotes wellness and disease prevention for individuals who would otherwise be unable to afford such services.

The CARE Network enables self-management with resources such as nursing, social work, and behavioral and spiritual health support. In 2016, it served a total of 537 clients and an additional 417 household members. This resulted in a 73 percent decrease in emergency room visits and a 67 percent decrease in hospitalizations.

The CARE Network program has demonstrated its ability to improve the health and quality of life for Napa’s vulnerable and chronically ill, while reducing avoidable emergency room visits and hospitalizations. This is a win-win for our community and we are so grateful to NVV for their generosity, commitment, and support of this critical service.

Dana Codron, RN
Executive Director
Community Outreach Department
Generous Heart

Queen of the Valley Foundation’s annual Generous Heart fundraiser – hosted by Susanna, Ron, and Hamilton Kelham of Kelham Vineyards in St. Helena on September 24 – raised more than $2.2 million for the Gasser Emergency Center at Queen of the Valley Medical Center. With the announcement of a $1 million grant from the Peter A. and Vernice H. Gasser Foundation, the total included more than $1.325 million in Fund-a-Need donations to support the Gasser Emergency Center.

Local chef and philanthropist Cindy Pawlcyn was specially honored for her contributions to the Napa Valley community. Auctioneer Malcolm Barber of Bonhams kept the bidding lively over 21 lots. In addition to the $1 million grant from the Gasser Foundation, three donors made generous fund-a-need pledges of $50,000 each. The total raised will support a transformation of the Queen of the Valley Gasser Emergency Center, so that Napa County residents and visitors can experience world-class emergency and trauma care.

Special thanks go to event chair Lydia Mondavi and co-chairs Beth Fenton, Dorothy Salmon, and Diana Zapolski.

Day for the Queen

The Day for the Queen outing raised nearly $90,000 for the Queen of the Valley Foundation at Silverado Resort on July 22. This 39th annual event brought the community together for a tennis tournament and the Murray Memorial Golf Tournament. After both tournaments, lunch from Compadres Rio Grille, an awards ceremony, and a silent auction capped off this popular event.

Proceeds will help fund the development of Queen of the Valley Medical Center’s Gasser Emergency Center into a warm and compassionate environment for years to come.

Special thanks to our tennis tournament co-chairs Christy Gianelli and Susan Mickens, and golf tournament co-chairs Jim Andrews and Dan Dwyer, as well as our many sponsors.

Reach for the Stars

Nearly 400 guests attended Queen of the Valley Foundation’s 23rd-annual luncheon and fashion show on March 26 at the Silverado Resort and Spa, raising $184,000 for the Queen’s Cancer Wellness Program. Cancer survivors of all ages – from 3 to 81 – walked the fashion runway in a celebration of their successful fight against the disease.

This year, the Foundation’s President and CEO Elaine John joined the models to demonstrate her own cancer victory. The late artist/philanthropist Margrit Biever Mondavi was specially honored. And clothing was featured from more than a dozen local stores and boutiques. Paige Smith, co-owner of Cake Plate and a cancer survivor herself, served as production coordinator, and Kathy Templeton and Lynne Hobaugh as co-chairs.

Reach for the Stars was established in 1993 to initially raise funds for new equipment and technologies in cancer care. Since then, more than 800 patients have benefited from the Cancer Wellness Program that was launched in 2007.
When I arrived at the Queen in 2011 to lead the Foundation’s fundraising efforts, the Reach for the Stars Fashion Show – which funds our Cancer Wellness Program (CWP) – was struggling financially. What I didn’t know then was how important “Reach” and the CWP would become to me personally. Five years later, I found myself on the runway with 40 fellow models - all of us trying to generate optimism in the wake of being diagnosed with cancer.

I’d initially resisted the opportunity to be a model, terrified of “strutting my stuff” before a potential crowd of 400. But how could I refuse, when I’d encouraged so many others to participate over the years? During rehearsals, I learned a lot about myself. That, while confident of leading a board of high-powered community leaders, I was a hopeless follower when it came to learning the steps and pivots of navigating a runway.

But I also discovered that having cancer brings one into a circle of support that’s more powerful than anything else I’ve ever experienced. For every participant, Reach for the Stars becomes a wonderfully bonding and healing experience, with benefits that continue long after the final curtain call.

Today, Reach for the Stars, The Queen’s Celebration raises enough to fully fund participation in CWP, at no cost, for hundreds of cancer survivors. With the amazing team of caring professionals who staff the Queen’s Cancer Wellness Program, they’re finding hope and help in restoring their lives. I feel so grateful to have been one of them.

Life is good.

Elaine John
Vice President, Philanthropy, Queen of the Valley Medical Center
President and CEO, Queen of the Valley Foundation
Giving Beyond Your Own Lifetime

Legacy gifts offer a range of giving options that, in addition to demonstrating your appreciation of the hospital, can provide tax benefits or even supplement your income. And they continue your generosity long after you’re gone.

Here are two examples of recent legacy gifts.

Doris Roll

After Doris Roll was diagnosed with breast cancer in 1995, she was undergoing frequent radiation treatments at the Queen when she learned that her mother had died. She remembers the kindness of her doctor, sensing her grief and making it possible for her to travel back to Minnesota for the funeral. Such care, above and beyond the treatment itself, stuck with her. For the next two years, Doris participated as a model in the Reach for the Stars fashion show for cancer patients and survivors.

Years later, Doris and her husband, Jim, faced a decision about a Bay Area property they owned. Originally purchased for their growing family in the early ’60s, it had been a rental for many years but was becoming more difficult to manage. The couple created a charitable remainder unitrust that transferred the property to the Queen. In return, the Rolls avoided capital gain taxes on the sale of the property and received a charitable income tax deduction. Additionally, Doris, now widowed, receives semi-annual payments for the rest of her life.

“We lived a modest lifestyle and didn’t need a lot of luxuries,” Doris recalls. “This felt like a good thing to do with our assets, and our children were all for it, too.” In remembrance of her time as a patient at the hospital, Doris has designated her gift to benefit the Queen’s cancer programs.

Betty and Ron Profili

In July, the Profilis made one of the largest gifts ever given to the medical center. The couple, who own the real estate investment and development company Bay Heritage Financial Corporation, designated that their $5 million irrevocable estate gift be placed into the Queen’s endowment fund, with proceeds directed to the Peggy Herman Neuroscience Center and other priority areas of the hospital. In recognition of their generosity, the hospital has named the Profili Imaging Center – home to its computerized tomography (CT), low-dose CT lung screening, magnetic resonance (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET)/CT scans – in their honor.

Although the Profilis haven’t yet had to rely on the Queen for much medical care – “I spent one night there for an appendicitis years ago,” Ron remembers – he has become actively involved with the hospital’s Board of Trustees on the Clinical Quality and Finance committees. Prior to his career in real estate, he was a physicist working on nuclear engines for space use. Since his mother passed away from Alzheimer’s Disease, he’s become interested in brain imaging equipment that will help with early detection of neurodegenerative diseases. But the Profilis’ support of the Queen goes beyond that. “You can’t attract the best physicians without the best facilities and equipment,” Ron explains. And the couple’s generous gift will ensure such excellence for years to come.
Here are a few of the ways you can make a gift to the Queen. Depending on the nature and size of your gift, the Foundation honors legacy donors with membership in giving groups such as Circle of Friends and the Queen’s Heritage Circle and with naming opportunities such as the Profili Imaging Center.

- **JOIN a donor club**
- **INCLUDE the Queen in your will or trust**
- **HONOR a loved one with a tribute or memorial gift**
- **STRUCTURE a charitable gift annuity**
- **TRANSFER a gift of stocks, property, or appreciated assets**
- **RESTRICT your gift to a particular program**
- **INCREASE the Queen’s Endowment Fund**

Our Foundation staff can provide confidential consultations—with no obligation to you—about how these and other forms of philanthropy can benefit both the Queen and your family.
Other Gifts

Mr. Emilus A. Aiito
Abbey Carpets Unlimited
Ms. Christine A. Abear
Mr. and Mrs. E.J. Achtner
Lauren and Robert Ackerman
Bette and Dale Acomb
Active Wellness
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Adamo
Dr. J. Patrick Adamson
Advanced Auto Body Center
Aegis of Napa
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Agnew, Jr.
Ms. Valerie A. Aguierre
Ms. Yesenia Aguirre
Ebaad Ahmed
Ms. Hilda Alcazar
Mr. Jorge Alcazar
Ms. Liz Alessio
Alkar Human Resources
Mr. Bruce F. Allcorn
Deb and Mark Allen
Alpina Car Center, Inc.
Ms. Donna R. Altes
Evonne Alumbaugh
Amazon Smile
Elvin and Bruce Ambler
American Canyon High School
American Legion Auxiliary
Napa Unit #113
Amervin Inc
Ms. Frances Anamosa
Ms. Elba C. Anda
Ms. Connie Anderson
Ms. Susan B. Anderson
Ms. Suzy Anderson
Dr. Madeline Andrew
and Dr. Paul Kivela
Myrna and Jim Andrews
Ms. Kimberly L. Andrews
Ms. Mrs. Craig Angove
Anonymous (95)
Mr. Michel Antoine
Mr. and Mrs. Efren Aranda
Ms. Mrs. Bart Araujo
Area Agency on Aging
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Arellano
Ms. Alannah Arganbright
Mrs. Frances T. Armanino
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Armstrong
Dr. and Ms. John T. Armstrong
Mr. Joshua Armstrong
Julia Arrington, Ph.D.
Ms. Christina Artale
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Asbury
Ms. Carol Ash
Jane and Ashley Ash
Ms. Kathryn A. Ashley
Mr. Jacques Aslan
Mr. Asadoor O. Astorian
Mr. Michael T. Axelberg
Ms. Barbara Bacigalupi
Ms. Margaret Baer
Mr. Matthew Bakalyar
Ms. Sonja Bakalyar
Mr. J.G. (Pete) Ball
Joan and Wayne Barber
Ms. Sandy Barber
Mr. Maximine A. Bardessono
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. Bardessono
Neil and Pamela Barker
Karen and Joseph Barletta
Ms. Kristina Barnfeld
Mr. David Bartley
Stephen and Shirley Barwick
Hank and Linda Bathey
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Battat
Mrs. Constance Battisti
Ms. Doris H. Bay
Mrs. Theresa Beard
Ms. Savva Bearden
Ms. Angela Becker
Jerry and Beverly Becker
Linda and Robert Beckstrom
Ms. Paulette K. Bednas
Barry and Kim Bedwell
Ms. Sharon K. Behlmer
Bell Products, Inc.
Mrs. Norma Beltrami
Hon. and Mrs. Richard A. Bennett
Ms. Wendy Bennett
Ms. Elizabeth Benson
Ms. Cathryn Bergen
Ms. Suzann L. Berry
Mr. Michael Bezvoda and
Ms. Janet Jonas
Mrs. Clementina Biala
Lorraine and Richard Bianchi
Mr. and Mrs. Chris B. Bias
Bicais Optical Co., Inc.
Ms. David Bickel
Ms. Judy A. Bickell
Mr. James M. Bickford
Ms. Andrea Biocca
Dr. and Mrs. James S. Bird
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Birkebeck
Ms. Barbara L. Bischoff
Mr. and Mrs. F. James Bishofberger
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Blank
Mr. Ken Blenis
Ms. Sue Bloch and Mr. Igor
Khindered
Dr. and Mrs. Rodney A. Block
Ms. Cindy Bloemker
Jacqueline and Marko Bodor, MD
Ms. JoAnn Boland
Joseph and Gail Bonacorso
Ms. Belinda S. Bongaarts
Ms. Lucy Bonnett
Pam and Vincent Bonotto
Doyle and Joan Borchers
Mr. and Mrs. Alan S. Borem
Mr. and Mrs. John Bottari
Liz and Bruce Boulware
Ms. Aileen Bowen
Edwin and Nita Bowen
Mr. Jack Bowman
Ms. Rachel Boyd
Mr. and Mrs. John Bracco
Mrs. Phyllis L. Brace
Mrs. Sue Bradford
Ms. Erica Bradshaw
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Brasher
Cindy and Richard Brockmeier
Geri and Edmond Brovelli
Ms. Jane Brovelli
Mrs. Chris Brown
Ms. Diane M. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry B. Brown
Mrs. Julie Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Brown
Mrs. Joanne M. Bump
Mr. Almon Bundy
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Buoncristiani
Mr. Douglas T. Burch, Jr.
Ms. Ann E. Burchill
Mr. John Buriaga
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Burkholler
Ms. Mary Burklow
Christine and John Burns
Gail and Russ Buir
Mr. Richard Buth and
Mr. James Schull
Ms. Jerry Butler
Aline and Robert Butler
Ms. Jill G. Cadioni
Ms. Lydia Calderon
Mrs. Eugenia R. Callan
Ms. Lisa Calvi
Mr. Carlos Camacho
William and Nancy Campana
Dr. Doug Campbell
Paul and Magella Campbell
Ms. Sally C. Campion
Linda and Paul Cantey
Dr. K.D. Cantrell and Ms. Teri Pearce
Jim and Barbara Capolongo
Benito and Ofelia Capuyan
Ms. Jean Caramatti
Mrs. Sandra K. Carden
Mr. Keith R. Cardey
Dr. and Mrs. Steven M. Cardey
Ms. Pauline L. Carlton
Roy and Diana Carnevale
Benjamin and Katherine Caron
Mrs. Caroline Carpiignano
Ms. Erica Carr
Mr. Jaime Carranza
Ms. Dianna Carriger
Ms. Lynn Carriker
Mr. Robert Carrillo
Carson Valley Accounting, LLC
Mr. Joe B. Carswell
Ms. Betty J. Carter
Ms. Mary Lou Carter
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Cassayre
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cassayre
Ms. Anita P. Catellano O’Gara
Ms. Portia Catania
Ms. Susan Cation Stack
Mrs. Carol Cavagnaro
Mrs. Donna Cave
Mr. Paul Cayere
Mr. Timothy P. Cayley
Mrs. Suzanne Ceballos
Ms. Cynthia Ceja
Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Ceresa
Ms. Jacqueline Cervantes
Karen and Ray Chadwick
Mr. Richard L. Champion, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Champion
Judge and Mrs. Philip Champlin
Ms. Erma Chance
Ms. Dooreen Chapman
Ms. Serrina Chapman
Ms. Diane Chase
Ms. Danielle K. Chatterton
Gloria and Robert Chattleton
Chaudhary and Associates
Ms. Maribeth Chavez
Chavez, Silva & Company
Mr. Darren L. Chaytor
Mr. and Mrs. Mick Chaytor
Ms. Clara K. Chen
Ms. Jenny Cheng
Ms. Kern Chen
Mr. Alan Chinberg
Ms. Kathy Metro
Ms. Ann Chittick
Dr. and Mrs. William Chow
Ms. Nancy L. Christiansen
Mr. and Mrs. Clemente A. Cittoni
Ms. Renee Claes
Lynn and Jim Clark
John and Kristi Clark
Ms. Mary Clarke
Ms. Teresa Clarke
Bernice and William Clarke
Gerry and Barbara Closs
Ms. Jeanette Cockrum
Ms. Dana M. Codron
Ms. William Cogan
Ms. Brittany Coggan
Ms. Jana E. Cohen
Sharon and Dan Coker
Mr. Arthur T. Coleman
Frank and Debbie Collin
Mr. and Mrs. Larry G. Collins
Alma and Manolo Colon
Ms. Patricia Conlon
Mr. and Mrs. Michael F. Conkell
Napa Valley Physical Therapy Center
Napa Valley Wine Train
Napa Women's Club
Mr. Ray L. Nasuti
Mr. Ron R. Nasuti
Ms. Elizabeth Nawrocki
Mr. Richard Neefe
Mrs. Lorraine Negri
Ms. Norma Neil
Ms. Fauntilla G. Neller
Dr. and Mrs. Kendall Nelsen
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Nemerever
Ms. Barbara Nemko
Network for Good
Huy Nghie
Ron and Lauren Nicholson
Naoko Nickolay
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Nicks
Ms. Jean Ninos
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Nodiinski
Mr. James Nolan
Nor Cal Specialties, Inc
Mr. Gary Norman
North Napa Rotary Club
Mrs. Nellie M. Northam
Mr. Harris Nussbaum
Ms. Keiko Obata and
Mr. Atsuhiko Tsunoda
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Oberting
Ms. and Mrs. Robert J. Obrian
Robert and Carolyn O'Brien
Mr. Dennis R. Ochs
K. O'Connell
Ms. Kathy O'Connell
Ms. Josephine Odo
Mrs. Barbara K. O'Donnell
Mr. and Mrs. Helmut Oja
Ms. Victoria O'Leary
Ms. Margaret Oliveri and
Mr. Peter Quilici
Mr. Frank P. Olmstead
Dennis and Barbara Olmsted
Jeni and Martin Olsen
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Olson
Ms. Joalnine Olson
Robert and Beverly Olson
Ms. Jackie L. O'Neil
Jeff and Kendall Onysko
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Orndorf
Ms. Beverly C. Orr
Cindy Ortiz Wamsley
Ms. Maureen O'Shea
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Paddock
Ms. Emilie Padilla
Mr. Jerome Padilla
Ms. Barbara L. Papas
Beth and Brooks Painter
Ms. Lori A. Paisley
Mr. David Palik
Mr. George T. Palisser
Jose and Rowena Palma
Mr. William S. Pannell
Mrs. Mary E. Park Mooney
Ms. Sue Park
Alan and Amy Parker
Ms. Diane Parker
Ms. Liza Parker
Mr. Gary F. Parker
Linda and Rick Parker
Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin D. Parmeter
Ms. Edith E. Parrott
Ellen and Harry Parsley
Helen C. and Robert J. Patterson
Edna Paul
Ms. Lisa Pavageau
Joan Payne
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Payne
Payroll Factory
Payroll Masters
Ms. Jenifer Pease
Angela and Joe Peatman
Mr. and Mrs. William Peatman
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis J. Pedisich
Rosemarie and Ben Pedraznini
Mrs. Betsy P. Pelkan
Mr. John Pelkan
Ms. Marcy D. Pelowski
Edward and Camille Pfenhoet
Mr. and Mrs. Gene E. Penny
Ms. Anita L. Pensler
Andrea and David Perata
Ms. Lynn Perez
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Perkins
Michelle Perry
Bernice Persico
Pete Stark Foundation
Jaime Peterson
Jen and Chris Petrovic
Mr. Charles Pettigrew
Mrs. Karen Pettigrew
Ms. Cheryl Pfister
Ms. Monica Pfister
Mr. Eric Pham
Long Pham
Brother Raphael Phandinh
Andrea and Bill Phelps
Ms. Jane P. Phillips
Mr. Peter Picetti
Mr. Terry D. Pierce
Jennifer and Davie Pina
Ms. Amber Pinarretta
Mr. Otto Pisanu
Ms. Sharon Pitman
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Pivk
Marija Plut
Ms. Janice L. Podoll
Joanne and Jerold Polgajase
Ms. Elizabeth A. Porter
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard M. Portet
Ms. Caroline Potter
Mrs. Lori Powell
Powerscreen
Michael and Mary Ann Pozzan
Ms. Rita M. Prey
Ms. Julie Price
Mrs. Nancy Pridmore
Ms. Tammy Priest
Ms. Julie Ann Prince
Mr. and Mrs. Terry A. Pringle
Ms. Deborah A. Proctor
Ms. Margo Pruyne
Beatrice and Louis Purcell
Mrs. Rosemarie Quinlan
Quinlan's Tire Service
Mr. Patrick Quinlisk
Leo and Maureen Quinn
Mr. Noel Quinnell
Robin Quist Gates
QVMC Medical Staff
Ben and Jodi Rabb
David and Mary Rabb
Rabobank Napa
Radiology Medical Group of Napa, Inc.
Ms. Debora Raedeker
Ms. Belia Ramos
Ms. Margherit P. Ratto
Ms. Sandra Re Sim
REACH Air Medical Services
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh L. Reat, Jr.
Mr. Edward R. Reddeg
Ms. Carolyn S. Redpath
Ms. Carrie Reed
Monty and Susie Reedy
James and Laura Regusci
Ms. Lori Reich
Mr. James Reid
Ms. Marilyn K. Reid
Ms. Peggy Reinhold
Renaissance Charitable Foundation Inc.
Paul and Louise Renne
Ms. Carolyn Reno
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Renteria
Ms. Lydia Reyes
Ms. Kim Reynolds
Mr. Frank G. Rhodes
Mr. and Mrs. Mich Riccioni
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffry Richards
Rebecca and Brett Richter
Mrs. Lilian T. Rigoni
Mr. Robert Rios
Mrs. Terri J. Ritchie
Ms. Rita Rivera
Robert Mondavi Winery
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Roberts, Sr.
Mr. David Robertson
Mrs. Arlene M. Robins
Dr. Mary Rocca and Dr. Eric Grigsby
Mr. Robert F. Rocha
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Rockett
Ms. Mitzi Rockwell
Ms. Martha Rodman
Mrs. Mary A. Rodrigues
Dora and Ramon Rodriguez
Harry and Janet Rolison
Ms. Griselda Romero
Mr. and Mrs. Gary K. Rose
Ms. Lori Rose
Ms. Nancy Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Ken B. Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest A. Rota
Ms. Mary Jo Rousseau
Tuhina Roy
Mrs. Virginia D. Rue
Mr. Tom Ruge
Mr. and Mrs. Sam D. Ruggiero
Donald and Lee Russell
Richard and Tita Russell
Mrs. Barbara Ryken
Ms. Hel Sairanen Kangas
Mrs. Ascension O. Saldivar
Ms. Consuelo Saldivar
Ms. Emilia Saldivar
Ms. Janie M. Salinger
Ms. Michele Salley-Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Samo
Roxanne and Rob Samson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Sandberg
Mrs. Lynnette Sands
Mr. Malcolm Sao
Ms. Rosa Sasso
Mr. and Mrs. Rex D. Sawyer
Sax and Roscoe Construction
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin M. Scarboro
Ms. Pamela Schaefner
Ms. Loretta J. Schaper
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel E. Schatz
Mary and Scheidecker
Ms. Donna Schelling
Mrs. Sandy Pinarretta Schill
Mark and Judy Schindler
Monte G. Schmid
Ms. Lillian M. Schmidt
Ms. Linda C. Schmitt
Ms. Ann M. Schmitz
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory J. Schmitz
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Schofield
Mr. and Mrs. Don Schuerkamp
Robert and Cynthia Schulze
Ms. Tracy A. Schulze
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony A. Schunk
Ms. Karen J. Schuppert
Mr. Lee Schwab
Mr. Roger L. Schweiger
Mr. David N. Schweitzer
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Seaman
Mr. Jerre J. Sears
Dr. Joyce B. Sears
August and Allison Sebastiani
Ms. Jo Seifert
Mr. John Sensenbaugh
Ms. Lisa Seran
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sercu
Servpro of Napa County
Ms. Elizabeth R. Shaffer
Mr. John Shafer
Mr. and Mrs. Priyavadan P. Shah
Share Our Strength
Ms. Rhonda Shea
Mr. Trevor J. Sheehan
Ms. Suzanne I. Shiff
Mrs. Laura Silva
Jill and Mike Silvas
Silverado Resort & Spa
Ms. Gail S. Silverman
Mr. Darrell Simmons
Mrs. Ginny Simms
Mr. Jay Gardner and
Ms. Pamela J. Simonson
Joan L. and Clifford R. Simpkins
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon D. Sims
Sisters
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Slattery
Pat and Leo Slattery
Ms. Alma P. Smith
Mrs. Kathleen Smith
Ms. Kim Smith
Ms. Margaret J. Smith
Ms. Margery Smith
Ms. Patricia Smith
Ms. Sheryle Smith
Wyman and Kathryn Smith
Mr. Mark E. Snell
Mr. and Mrs. Scott T. Snyder
Ms. Stacy L. Sobersalski
Ms. Lisa Soder
Ms. Vivian M. Soderholm
Mr. and Mrs. Shane Soldinger
Ms. Michelle Solorio
Sonoma Raceway
Sons of the American Legion
Squadron 113
Mr. Michael Sorice and
Ms. Carol Thomas
Soscol Auto Body
Ms. Sandra J. Souls
Carolyn and Will Spence
Ms. Robin Spinielli
Mr. and Mrs. D. James Spiva, Jr.
Ms. Stacy L. Springer
Karen and Jay St. John
Stagecoach Express & Co. 
Ms. Irene Stanley
Robert and Connee Stanley
Ms. Heather Stanton
Star Touring and Riding
Sacremento
Ms. Joanne Starke
Alan and Kathleen Starkoff
Mr. George J. Stathakis
Mrs. Shirley A. Stein
Bob and Verna Steinhauer
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stephenson
Mr. George Stergion
Ms. Mary Anne Stergion
Ms. Toni Stergion
Ms. Mary Jane Stevens
Celia and Robert Stewart
Ms. Charlotte Stewart
Mr. Gary Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond R. Stewart
Ms. Robin L. Stewart and
Mr. Douglas A. Burnett
Ms. Lanita K. Stilwell
Mr. H. C. Stockton, Jr.
Howard and Angela Stockwell
Barbara Jo and Tony Storer
Mrs. Lorene Stohsner
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Stover
Mr. Everett R. Strecklin
Ms. Vina L. Strusz
Ms. Mary Stuard
Ms. Kittie Stuart
Ms. Tracy Stuart
Ms. Olivia D. Sulguin
Christine and Matt Sully
Mr. James W. Surratt
Ms. Joanne Sutor
Ms. Wendy Sutton
Elizabeth and Clarke Swanson
Mrs. Pat Sward
Melinda and Jerry Sweany
Dr. and Mrs. Paul D. Sweigert
James and Madeline Swinden
Ms. Louise Switzer
Ms. Jeanne C. Szmidt
Lee and Marsha Taber
Ms. Jamileh Taleghani
Ms. Kimberly Talley
Mylinh Tang
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Tapia
Mr. Mohammad A. Tarawneh
Mr. David Taylor
Ms. Kristy Taylor
Ms. Maureen Taylor
Ms. Heather Teague
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Teague
Team Superstores
Ms. Irene Tebay
Ms. Jill Techel
Mr. and Mrs. Grant L. Teicheira
Ms. Jill S. Vohs
Virginia Imports LTD
Ms. Mary Ann Vincent
Truchard Vineyards
Ms. Darlene Tremewan
Mr. Robert Travers
Ms. Margaret Trachtenberg
Ms. Darcy Tunt
Larry and Lorraine Tunzi
Mr. Arturo Turgo
Mrs. Shelley R. Turley
Mr. William A. Tuthill
Patricia Tyler, MD
Dr. Ari Umutyan
Mr. and Mrs. W. Sloan Upton
Ms. Erica Valentine
Arnold and Phyllis Valierga
Valierga’s Markets, Inc.
Mrs. Tammy VanAlstyne
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Van Camp
Ms. Christina Van Krugel
Ms. Wendy Van Meerbeke
Gary and Cheryl Van Scoy
Mrs. Peggy S. Van Valkenburg
Van Winden Nursery, LLC
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Winden
Mr. Gary S. Vanerstrom
Ms. Valerie Varachi
Ms. Ruby Vazquez
Ms. Cordelia Veit-Carey
 Aurelia and Arthur Verissimo
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Vertullo
Ms. Theresa Villa Carlos
Ms. Mary Ann Vincent
Virginia Imports LTD
Ms. Jill S. Vohs
Ms. Jeannette Von Khaeßlberg
Mr. Anthony Yu
Sue and John Wagner
Wagner & Bonsignore, Consulting
Civil Engineers
Hillary and Don Walker
Melanie Walker and TJ Trayler
Ms. Kelsey Wallace
Mike and Rita Walund
Ms. Marilyn J. Ward
Ms. Loretta A. Warner-Trudell
Rev. James S. Warnock
Ms. Leigh Wasson
Mr. Donald Waters
Mrs. Judie Waterworth
Ms. Peggy Watkins
Ms. Audrey L. Waxman
Ms. Kathy Weatherbee
Brad and Megan Weeden
Ms. Janice Weeden
Mrs. Susanne Weir
Joel and Jenniea Weiss
Hilary and Chris Wendel
Clancy Wendt
Mr. Clyde Wendt
Dr. and Mrs. Wendell W. Wenneker
Mr. Carl Wertz
Mr. Dennis Wesney
Westech Materials Corp.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Wheadon
Mr. Marc Whinem
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce M. White
The Trust of Dr. and Mrs. E. P. White, Jr.
Michele White, RN
Mr. and Mrs. Breyce Whitlock
Mr. Sean Wickersham
Mr. James L. Wiechers
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Wilkinson
John and Toni Williams
Dr. Robert J. Williams
Mr. Merlon H. Williamson
Ms. Alana Willson
Mrs. Barbara J. Wilson
Ms. Barbara J. Wilson
Ms. Gladys Wilson
Thomas and Dolores Wilson
Mr. Merritt B. Winchell
Donna and Robert Winchell
Mrs. Lil Witten
Mrs. Patricia R. Wolfe
Ms. Mae C. Woo
Mr. Matthew Wood
Ms. Sharon Wood
Wright Contracting Inc
Mr. Steve Wright
Ellen and Don Wulf
Ms. Terry Wunderlich
John and Patricia Wyman
Wyndham Vacation Ownership
Wa Xu
Mr. Jimmy Yamakawa
Ms. Peggy L. Yates
Mr. Banis Yildiz
Yo Belle Frozen Yogurt
Ms. Julie A. Yocum
Alan and Becky York
Ms. Debbie Young
Ms. Elizabeth Young
Mrs. Patty Young
Hon. and Mrs. Ronald Young
YourCause LLC Trustee for Chevron
Matching Employee Funds
Mr. Jimmy Yu
Mr. Philip Yunker
Mr. and Mrs. Erik Zaidel
Ms. Christine M. Zanone
Mr. Peter Zecchin
Chris and Teresa Zehner
Mr. Robert H. Zeller
Mr. Dan Zepponi
Dr. and Mrs. John Ziegler
In Honor Of
Jodie Adams
Dawn and Robert Horton
Mary Benway
Mr. Dan Dwyer and Ms. Kathie East
James Bickford
Ms. Mary Kay Kaltreider
DeeLoni Bourassa
Mrs. Sandy Painarretta Schill
Erica Bradshaw
Hilary and Chris Wendel
Luciana Buonocristiani
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Buonocristiani
Theresa Cafferkey
Ms. Kay Guibengay
All Cancer Survivors
Mary Ellen and James Wilson
Lynn Cangemi
Mrs. Linda D. Doshier
Lynda Carson
Ms. Marilyn K. Reid
Christine Chapdelaine
Ms. Sue Bloch and Mr. Igor Khandros
Erica Conway-Wahle
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Conway
Lori Cook
Karen and Jay St. John
Kathy Cresci
Lorraine and Richard Bianchi
Dwight Danniel
Ms. Teresa L. McKee
Denielle
Ms. Nancy H. Gamble
Mrs. Dawne P. Dickenson
Wesley and Bonnie Fastaff
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Donoviel
Alan and Lynda Fletcher
Carol Dooley
Larry Dooley
Bonnie East
Mr. Dan Dwyer and Ms. Kathie East
Joan Ehmann
Mary Ellen and James Wilson
Jeff Eichner, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Erik Zaidel
Denise Emery
Mrs. Rosemarie Pedranzini
Mel Engle
Mr. and Mrs. J. Melville Engle
Debbie Ferreira
Mrs. Rosemarie Pedranzini
Gayle Fraser
Ms. Marilyn K. Reid
Todd French
Mr. Richard Barry and Dr. Christine Loffler-Barry
Launce Gamble
Mrs. Nancy H. Gamble
Mrs. Nancy H. Gamble
Mr. George Gamble
Christy A. Gianelli
Mrs. Sarah D. Gianelli
Colleen Gitti
Mrs. Rosemarie Pedranzini
Charla Goudeau
Rebecca and Brett Richter
Kimberly Grazer
Mr. Rohn Grazer
Dolly Grupalo
Don Grupalo
Mrs. Jo Ann Myers
Sylvia Heffly
Mrs. Melissa Loban
Nancy Helzer
Mrs. Laurie M. Stephenson
Jan Herold
Dr. Amy Herold
Lyne Hobaugh
Ms. Mary Kay Kaltreider
Robert M. Horton
Dawn and Robert Horton
Jean K. Howard
Ed and Linda Barwick
Diana Hughes
Ms. Cynthia Ceja
Jay Hull
Ms. Marcia K. Hull
Marcia and Jay Hull
Ms. Lisa Soder
Marcia Hull
Ms. Kathy L. Merritt
Jaime Hunt
Don and Dolly Grupalo
Mrs. Jo Ann Myers
James Hutton
Ms. Pamela J. Contos
Lori Imoto
Manfred & Hunt, LLP
Elaine John
Ms. Victoria L. Jackson
Donald John
Ms. JoAnne Olson
Kathy Jones
Ms. Christine Cooley

Mary Kay Kaltreider
Ms. Donna Hall Mertz
Dr. and Mrs. Donald N. Hitchcock

Matthew (Matt) Kastner
Mrs. Gaylon Kastner

Susan Katz
Ms. Teresa L. McKee

Paul Kinsinger, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Zion

Jennifer Klute
Ms. Diane Parker

Nonie Landrum
Mrs. Linda L. Carroll

Kelly Leonardo
Mr. Richard Barry and Dr. Christine Loffler-Barry
Van Winden Nursery, LLC

Anastacia Loban
Paul and Gail Silvestri

Naomi V. Marks, MD
Mr. Frank G. Rhodes

Mrs. Evelyn M. Markt
Lorraine and Bob Yates

Lou Martin
Sharon and Dan Coker

Steve Miller
Pamela and Russell Kindig

Dr. Daniel Mirda
Mr. Fred Weil

Ms. Linda Mollo
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Margrit Biever Mondavi
Mrs. Margaret Duckhorn and Mr. Jim Ukropina
Mrs. Barbara A. Galante
Robert Mondavi Winery
Your Home,... Nursing Services

Mr. Charles G. Morse
Rev. James S. Warnock

Cheri Piscia Nichols
Mrs. Virginia D. Rue

Sylvia Nobleman
Britta Wallace

Ann O’Connell
Ms. Kathy O’Connell

Debbie Opperman
Lorraine and Bob Yates

Our Aegis Angels
Aegis of Napa

Helen C. Patterson
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Rosemarie Pedrazzini
Roxanne and Rob Samson
Ms. Sandra J. Soules

Joseph Pedrazzini
Ms. Margaret Oliveri and Mr. Peter Quilici

Anne E. Pitta
Ms. Belinda S. Bongaarts

Michelle Pramuk
Advanced Auto Body Center

Aimee Gamble
Mrs. Nancy H. Gamble

QVMC 1 South Nurses
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Agnew, Jr.

Dr. Archimedes Ramirez
Mr. J.G. (Pete) Ball

Susan Rizza
Mrs. Norma Neil

Larry S. Rupp
Stagecoach Express & Co.

Grandma Ruth
Ms. Kimberly Manasse

Rosa Sasso
Ms. Ana G. Covarrubias

Milton Schlemmer
Ms. Endi E. Lasch

Jenny Sercu
Jack and Marty Hussey

Paige Smith
Ms. Victoria E. Evans
Wyman and Kathay Smith

Sandra Soules
Mrs. Rosemarie Pedrazzini

Trudy Spatari
Mrs. Dorothy Salmon

Toni Stergion
Ms. Mary Anne Stergion

Lyn Thorsen
Carl Thorsen

Anthea Tolomei
Elaine and Donald John
Jayne Morrell

Julie Vaccarelli
Susan and Walt Mickens

Bob Walt
Kathryn and Craig Hall

Kathy Wilson
Dr. and Mrs. James S. Bird

Carol Wright
Ila and Mark Hohmann

In Memory Of

Mr. George P. Abate
Angela and Joe Peatman
Mrs. Diane L. Risley
Mr. Robert H. Zeller

Aegis Loved Ones
Aegis of Napa

Mrs. Rosa P. Aimo
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Dr. Neil Aldoroty
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Mrs. Leah R. Alexander
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Dolores A. Anderson
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Mr. James B. Arnold
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Mr. Timothy Arnstein
Carolyn and William Bacigalupi
Marlene and Stan Rosenberg
Mr. Donald J. Stoker
Mary Ellen and James Wilson

Ms. Linda Ashworth
Mary Ellen and James Wilson

Dr. Robert Bacigalupi
Dr. James P. Srebro

Dr. Alban Bailey
Mr. and Mrs. Grant L. Teicheira

Ms. Norma J. Baker
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Charlotte Henrietta Balch
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Agnew, Jr.

Dr. Kent Walker Barber, Jr.
Mary Ellen and James Wilson

Mrs. Helen Barloggi
Mrs. Francis Devita

Mr. Henry Bartolucci
Mr. Frank Markovich

Mrs. Marjorie Bartolucci
Anonymous

Mr. William Bartolucci
Anonymous

Dorothy Barwick
Ed and Linda Barwick
Stephen and Shirley Barwick
Ms. Ann C. Houseal

Mrs. Florence Barwick
Bernice and William Clarke
Ms. Jo Seifert

Lt. Col. Irving Baum
Mrs. Pat Sward

Mr. Marvin Baumgardner
Dr. Sergio M. Manubens

Joyce S. Bennett
G & J Seiberlich & Co, LLP

Mr. Gordon Berg
Dr. Brian J. Mundy

Mr. Craig Bergstrom
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Elsa Black
Mr. Jerre J. Sears

Mrs. Margaret M. Boitano
Mrs. Clementina Biale

Janet Bouzard
Bernice and William Clarke

Mr. Jon R. Bowman
Sisters

Mrs. Margie Christensen
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Kelly

Betty Christo
Ms. Beverly C. Orr

Mrs. Helen H. Chye
Dr. Sergio M. Manubens

Mr. John Chasuk
Napa Valley Petroleum, Inc.

Mr. Mike Chouinard, Sr.
Arnold and Phyllis Vallerga

Mrs. Marjorie Christensen
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Kelly

Mr. Ralph E. Buchan
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mr. David Bullwinkel
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel C. McMahon

Harold W. Bump, Jr.
Mrs. Joanne M. Bump

Mr. Robert T. Butler
Anonymous

Mr. Lloyd ‘Bud’ Cade
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Agnew, Jr.
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Ken Carden
Mrs. Sandra K. Carden

Lynda Carson
Mary Ellen and James Wilson

Barbara Caulley
Ms. Jean Caramatti
Elaine and Donald John
Kass and Don Simon

Mary Cervone Schwake
Ms. Margaret Oliveri and Mr. Peter Quilici
Mrs. Clementina Biale

Mr. Donn Chappellet
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Fred Leslie Chase
Mrs. Diane Chase

Helen Chase
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mr. John Chasuk
Napa Valley Petroleum, Inc.

Mr. Mike Chouinard, Sr.
Arnold and Phyllis Vallerga

Mrs. Margie Christensen
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Kelly

Betty Christo
Ms. Beverly C. Orr

Mrs. Helen H. Chye
Dr. Sergio M. Manubens

Mr. Anne Cioffi Ryerson
Con and Linda Hewitt

Ronald Citron, MD
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Brad Clark
Ms. Pamela H. Jackson

Mr. Frederic D. Clarke
Ms. Mary Clarke
Ms. Dianne Mathieson  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Laura McCardle  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mr. Scott Newell McPlease  
Ms. Mary Anne Stergion

Mr. James McDonald  
Ms. Erma Chance

Mr. Wilson D. McFall  
Dr. Brian J. Mundy

Mr. David P. McGhee  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Mr. Dennis McGuire  
Deb and Mark Allen  
Mr. Michael T. Axelberg  
Joseph and Gail Bonacorsoro  
Downright Country Dance Club  
Mr. Bobbe Ferberaio  
Randall and Cynthia Leong  
Mr. and Mrs. George W. McCulley  
Billie and John Milne  
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Mohar  
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Najera  
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Morhar  
Billie and John Milne  
Mr. and Mrs. George W. McCulley  
Billie and John Milne

Ms. Joanne De Puy and Cork Supply USA, Inc.

Barry and Kim Bedwell

Amervin Inc

Mr. Peter Mondavi, Sr.

Barry and Kim Bedwell  
Constellation Brands  
Cork Supply USA, Inc.  
Ms. Joanne De Puy and Dr. Rue Tikker  
Alvan and Heidi Donner  
Charles and Susan Feaver  
Bob and Janet Higgins  
Mrs. Betty Cak  
Rick and Marianne Madariaga  
Ms. Annette J. Mondavi  
Moss Adams LLP  
Napa Valley Wine Train

Ms. Elizabeth R. Shafer  
Tuff Boy Leasing, Inc. Family  
Virginia Imports LTD  
Wagner & Bonciglione, Consulting  
Civil Engineers  
Mr. Dennis Wesney

Diane L. Moore

Mrs. Irma N. Morgese  
VQMC Medical Staff  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mr. Edward L. Morrell  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Agnew, Jr.  
Dorothy Arata  
Bicais Optical Co., Inc.  
Dr. and Mrs. James S. Bird  
Liz and Bruce Boulware  
Mrs. Donna Cave  
Ms. Erma Chance  
Ms. Ann Chittick  
Ms. Mary Clarke  
Dr. and Mrs. James C. Cotter  
Mrs. Lee Crawford  
Carol and Larry Dooley  
Mrs. Linda D. Doshier  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Edgar  
Samuel E. Gittings, DDS  
The Happy Hookers Golf Club  
Ed and Marie Henderson  
Con and Linda Hewitt  
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hildreth  
Mr. Leland J. Hoagland, Jr.  
Jack and Marty Hussey  
Ms. Jane Kelly  
Dr. and Mrs. James R. Knister  
Mrs. Barbara J. Leverette  
Lamar and Linda Lewis  
Ms. Mary A. Maher  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Malloy  
Ms. Elizabeth M. Malmgren  
Dr. Sergio M. Manubens  
Jack and Donna Morgan  
Mr. Ron R. Nasuti  
Dr. and Mrs. L. Kendall Nelsen  
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Nicks  
Angela and Joe Peatman  
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Piner  
Mrs. Virginia D. Rue  
Mrs. Ginny Simms  
Mrs. Pat Sward  
Lee and Marsha Taber  
The Trust of Dr. and Mrs. E. P. White, Jr.  
Thomas and Dolores Wilson  
Lorraine and Bob Yates

Patricia M. Morris  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Ruby Morrissey  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Mr. Richard Murray  
Jack and Marty Hussey  
Ms. Mary A. Maher  
Dr. Sergio M. Manubens  
Donna and Robert Winchell

Bob Myers  
Don and Dolly Grupalo

Mrs. Dorothy Nachbauer  
Dr. Sergio M. Manubens

Mr. Ray L. Nasuti  
Dorothy Arata  
Mr. Jacques Aslan  
Geri and Edmond Brovelli  
Mrs. Carol Cavagnaro  
Mr. and Mrs. Clemente A. Cittoni  
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cuellar  
Carol and Larry Dooley  
Dr. and Mrs. John Fittipoldi, Jr.  
Mrs. Verna A. Handel  
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hildreth  
Ms. Diane Lawley  
Ms. Mary A. Maher  
Mr. and Mrs. James P. McKeever  
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel C. McMahon  
Edward and Jayne Morrell  
Mr. Ron R. Nasuti  
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Nicks  
Dr. and Mrs. Francis R. Spinelli, Jr.  
Dr. James P. Srebro  
Lorraine and Bob Yates

Ann Neiman  
Susan and Walt Mikkens

Mrs. Winifred Nevero  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Anna Ortega  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Dr. Reynold R. Paladini  
Dr. and Mrs. John Fittipoldi, Jr.

Mrs. Louise Palin  
Dr. Brian J. Mundy

Mr. Anthony Palla  
Ms. Stacy L. Springer

Mr. Robert O. Patterson  
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Albertine Perata  
Dianne and Robert Decius

Frank Perata  
Perata Vineyards

Dr. Eliot Perceby  
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Nelson

Mr. Jack Peters  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Ms. Lisa M. Pinarretta  
Dorothy Arata  
Judge and Mrs. Philip Champlin  
De La Salle Christian Brothers  
Ms. Mary A. Maher  
Mrs. Virginia D. Rue  
Mrs. Laura Silva

Ms. Marshana Posey  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mr. David Price  
Mary Ellen and James Wilson

Mr. Clinton Pridmore  
Arnold and Phyllis Valiagia

Wini Pringle  
Robin and Bill Lockhart

Mrs. Nita Quinnell  
Mr. Noel Quinnell

Dr. Gabe Raymond  
Ms. Joanne De Puy and Dr. Rue Tikker  
Dr. and Mrs. John Fittipoldi, Jr.  
VQMC Medical Staff

Mrs. Nobuko O. Rhodes  
Mr. Frank G. Rhodes

Brianna Ritchie  
Mrs. Terri J. Ritchie

Mr. Russell R. Rose  
Ms. Lynne Chilton-Davis

Carol Rosenberg  
Marlene and Stan Rosenberg

Dr. Sergio M. Manubens  
Ms. Carol Cavagnaro

Mr. Robert Rota  
Mrs. Caroline Carpignano  
Bernice and William Clarke  
Mr. Ron R. Nasuti  
Valiagia's Markets, Inc.

Mrs. Maffie M. Rothman  
Geri and Edmond Brovelli  
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Mr. Donald F. Rousseau  
Ms. Mary Jo Rousseau

Mr. Jack Rudden  
Mary Ellen and James Wilson

Ms. Doris S. Ruggles  
Ms. Doreen Chapman

Larry S. Rupp  
Valiagia's Markets, Inc.

Ms. Ann Altamura Sambrotto  
Ms. Lois A. Keenan  
Mr. and Mrs. Sam D. Ruggiero

Mr. Joe Sammut  
Mr. George Stergion

Anna B. Sawyer  
Ms. Belinda S. Sangaarts

Mrs. Ellen Scafinali  
Bernice and William Clarke

Mr. Eldon Sellers  
James and Laurie Gholson  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Ann Sexton  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Mrs. Barbara Howell Shafer  
Anonymous

Mr. Francis Shouse  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Gloria Silva  
Mr. and Mrs. Scott T. Snyder

Mr. Bernard Silveri  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Agnew, Jr.  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Joann Silveria  
Mrs. Rosemarie Pedranzini

Mr. Melvin Silverman  
Dr. Brian J. Mundy

Mr. Amadore S. Simone  
Arnold and Phyllis Valiagia

Mrs. Diane Slaughter  
Anonymous

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T. Lonergan  
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Mr. Francis Shouse  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Glenda C. Maccarone  
Mr. and Mrs. Lovely C. Maccarone

Ms. Ann Altamura Sambrotto  
Ms. Lois A. Keenan  
Mr. and Mrs. Sam D. Ruggiero

Mr. Joe Sammut  
Mr. George Stergion

Anna B. Sawyer  
Ms. Belinda S. Sangaarts

Mrs. Helen Scafinali  
Bernice and William Clarke

Mr. Eldon Sellers  
James and Laurie Gholson  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Ann Sexton  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Mrs. Barbara Howell Shafer  
Anonymous

Mr. Francis Shouse  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Gloria Silva  
Mr. and Mrs. Scott T. Snyder

Mr. Bernard Silveri  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Agnew, Jr.  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Joann Silveria  
Mrs. Rosemarie Pedranzini

Mr. Melvin Silverman  
Dr. Brian J. Mundy

Mr. Amadore S. Simone  
Arnold and Phyllis Valiagia

Mrs. Diane Slaughter  
Anonymous

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T. Lonergan  
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Mr. Francis Shouse  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Glenda C. Maccarone  
Mr. and Mrs. Lovely C. Maccarone

Ms. Ann Altamura Sambrotto  
Ms. Lois A. Keenan  
Mr. and Mrs. Sam D. Ruggiero

Mr. Joe Sammut  
Mr. George Stergion

Anna B. Sawyer  
Ms. Belinda S. Sangaarts

Mrs. Helen Scafinali  
Bernice and William Clarke

Mr. Eldon Sellers  
James and Laurie Gholson  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Ann Sexton  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Mrs. Barbara Howell Shafer  
Anonymous

Mr. Francis Shouse  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Gloria Silva  
Mr. and Mrs. Scott T. Snyder

Mr. Bernard Silveri  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Agnew, Jr.  
Dr. Andrew K. Wong

Joann Silveria  
Mrs. Rosemarie Pedranzini

Mr. Melvin Silverman  
Dr. Brian J. Mundy

Mr. Amadore S. Simone  
Arnold and Phyllis Valiagia

Mrs. Diane Slaughter  
Anonymous

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T. Lonergan  
Ms. Mary A. Maher

Mr. Francis Shouse  
Dr. James P. Srebro

Mrs. Glenda C. Maccarone  
Mr. and Mrs. Lovely C. Maccarone

Queen of the Valley Foundation: 2016 Report to the Community
Ms. Paula Kornell
Mrs. Cathy Kough
La Boheme
La Rouge
La Tavola Fine Linen Rental
Ladera Vineyards
Lagardere Sports
Lail Vineyards
Latitude 38 Entertainment
Le Belge Chocolatier
Tom and Jakki Leonardini
Leto Cellars
Lisa Freee
Little River Inn Resort and Spa
Louis XIII de Remy Martin
Luna Vineyards
Ms. Shelley Lund
Ms. Diana Lyons
MacArthur Place
Ms. Deborah MacDonald
Ms. Mary A. Maher
Manhattan Toy
Markham Vineyards
Marshall’s Honey Farm
Mary’s Pizza Shack
Mercedes Benz of Fairfield
Merryvale Vineyards
Aimee and Chad Meyer
Michael Merrill Design Studio
Michael Mondavi Family Estate
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Mickens
Ms. Stacey R. Monaghan
Monticello Vineyards
Ms. Ginny Mosher
Mount View Hotel & Spa
Mt. Brave
Mustard Seed Clothing Company
Mustards Grill
Napa River Inn
Napa Sign Shop
Napa Valley Emergency Medical Group
Napa Valley Jewelers
Napa Valley Life
Napa Valley Marketplace
Napa Valley Tours and Transportation
Napa Winery Inn
Napa Wooden Box Company, Inc.
Napco Painting Contractors
Mr. Ray L. Nasuti
Norman Rose Tavern
Oakland Zoo
O’Donnell Lane
Ms. Shauna Olson
Ms. Paula O’Rourke
Ms. Beverly C. Orr
O’Shaughnessy Estate Winery
Palladium Fine Jewelry
Papapietro Perry Winery
Paradigm Winery
Parallel Napa Valley
Ms. Sue Park
Parsley Family Estates
Pasta Prego
Pearl Wonderful Clothing
Peju Province
Jen and Chris Petrovic
Piner’s, Inc.
Pizzeria Tra Vigne
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Porter
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard M. Portet
Pride Mountain Vineyards
Pregeny Winery
R&D Kitchen
Peter and Stacy Rauch
Red Hen Cantina
Regan and Sons, Inc.
Mrs. Laura Regusci
Regusci Winery
Renteria Wines
Robert Mondavi Winery
Rocca Family Vineyards
Ms. Aundrea Rodemaker
Rosewood Hotel Abu Dhabi
Royal Coach Limousine
Rutherford Grove Winery
Quinn Saine
Mrs. Dorothy Salmon
Salvestrin Vineyards & Winery
San Francisco Giants
San Francisco Zoological Society
Savannah Food & Wine Festival
Scandia Family Centers, Inc.
Scarecrow Wine
Schramsberg Vineyards
Scott Lyall
Senza Hotel
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Silvas
Silverado Resort & Spa
Paul and Gail Silvestri
Kass and Don Simon
Six Flags Discovery Kingdom
SNIPZ Salon
Sonoma Raceway
Sonoma Train Town
SportAbout
St. Vincent’s Foundation, INC
Staglin Family Vineyards
Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars
Starmont Winery and Vineyards
Stephanie Curten Event Design
Ms. Charlotte Stewart
Mrs. Kristina Streeter
Surf Air
Sutter Home Winery, Inc.
Melinda and Jerry Sweaney
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Teaderman
Teaderman Vineyards
Ms. Kathy Templeton
The Kessler Collection
The Lux Productions
The Q Restaurant & Bar
The Stock Farm Club
The Westin Verasa Napa
Thomas Dawson and Co.
Three Clicks Wines
Ms. Kami Timm
Trancas Steakhouse
Trefethen Vineyards
Trinitas Cellars
Trisha Tortolani Skin Care
Truchard Vineyards
Mr. Sean D. Tucker
Turley Wine Cellars
Turnbull Wine Cellars
Twin Pine Casino
Universal Protection Service
V. Sattui Winery
Vallerga’s Markets, Inc.
Mrs. Tammy Van Alstyne
Van Winden Nursery, LLC
Vineyard 29
VJB Vineyards and Cellars
Mrs. Sharon A. Voges
Whitehall Lane Winery
Whole Foods Market
Michael Wies and Lisa Marsey
William Cole Vineyards
John and Tori Williams
Wilson Sporting Goods
Wing & Barrel Ranch
Woodhouse Chocolate
Mark and Bridget Wright
Zander Greg Imports, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Zion
Zuzu

Queen Of The Valley
Foundation Staff

Foundation Leadership
Elaine John
President/CEO
Melinda Sweany
Director of Development

Major Gifts
Robin Lockhart
Director, Major Gifts/Programs and Services
Helen Patterson
Director, Major Gifts/Corporate Relations

Planned Gifts
Damon Tinnon
Director, Gift Planning

Annual Giving
Pat Slattery, CFRE
Fundraising Manager

Events
Dreanne Foust
Fundraising Manager

Database Management
Kiran Kumar
Supervisor, Data Processing

Support Staff
Griselda Angel
Administrative Assistant

We apologize for any omissions, misspellings, or misrepresentations in our donor gift lists. Please contact us so that we may make the necessary correction and/or if you would like to opt out of future Foundation mailings.

707.257.4044
qvmcfoundation@stjoe.org
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Event Photography:
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Rick Fessenden